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What I’m going to cover

• Context – Private Tenancies Act (Northern Ireland) 2022

• Rent regulation – the existing evidence

• Rent and affordability in Northern Ireland

• Tenant and landlord engagement – key findings

• Potential impact of rent freeze/cut.



Context

• Private Tenancies Act (Northern Ireland) 2022 – notice to quit 

periods, safety standards, tenancy information provided to tenants

• Consideration stage 23 February – bill amended to provide for rent 

cuts of 10 per cent for tenancies in place for more than six months

• Further consideration stage 7 March – further amendment instead 

giving department power to freeze/cut rents by up to ten per cent 

for a period of up to four years, power ceases 28 October 2023

• Requirement to prepare and publish report / lay it before Assembly. 



Approaches to rent regulation

• First generation measures –
imposes overall control on 
existing rent levels

• Second generation measures –
governs rent increases within 
and between tenancies

• Third generation measures –
restricts rent increases within 
the tenancy.

Figure 1. The growth of rents under third 
generation rent regulation measures. 
(Source: Whitehead and Williams, 2018, p11)



Rent regulation case studies

Country Summary

• Move from low to medium level of rent regulation
• Evidence of falling increases in 2nd generation rent pressure zones (RPZs)
• Concerns around impact of expanding RPZs on supply/investment

• Move from low to medium level of rent regulation
• Impact of 2nd generation system is complicated, doubts about its effectiveness
• Short-lived 1st generation system in Berlin reduced rents and supply

• Move from low to medium level rent regulation
• Impact of new 2nd generation system remains to be evaluated
• Issues persist around enforcement of the rules.



Rent regulation case studies

Country Summary

• Long-term high level rent regulation, with deregulation of high rent properties
• High regulation partly credited with the decrease in private renting from 17% to 8%
• Fiscal context is more beneficial for home ownership and social housing

• Move from medium to low level of rent regulation
• Questionable benefits of old 2nd generation system
• No strong desire for higher levels of regulation, housing need considered strategically

• Some cities have long-standing rent control e.g. New York, San Francisco
• NYC recently restricted rents for re-lets to that of the previous tenant
• Rent control has been shown to reduce both rents and supply.
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Rent control – key points

• Moving higher up the generations of rent control creates 

systems with negligible impact, complicated/unclear 

outcomes, undesired effects

• First-generation controls (e.g. rent freezes/cuts) cause a 

drop in supply as well as a rent reduction, amongst other 

effects.



Rents and affordability



Measures of affordability

• Rent to income ratio – percentage of household income spent 

on rent, 25-35% normally deemed as unaffordable threshold

• Residual income – gross earnings needed for acceptable living 

standard after rent e.g. Joseph Rowntree Foundation minimum 

income standard; Social Metrics Commission poverty standard

• Poverty trap – gross earnings needed to no longer claim 

Universal Credit.



Calculation of income

• Residual income and rent to income ratio measures – income is net earnings plus any 

UC & child benefit

• Poverty trap measure calculated as gross earnings

• Fixed points along the earnings scale used for each household type:

• Nil earnings / maximum UC

• Full-time work (35 hours) at national minimum wage (age 23)

• Lower quartile full-time earnings for Northern Ireland

• Median quartile full-time earnings for Northern Ireland

• Gross earnings needed to meet the minimum income standard (taking into account any UC & 

child benefit).



Household types tested

• Single people aged under 35 (and under 25) in shared accommodation, and 

single people aged 35 or over in self-contained accommodation

• Couple in one-bedroom self-contained accommodation

• Lone parent with one child (two-bedroom accommodation)

• Lone parent with two children (two-bedroom and three-bedroom 

accommodation)

• Couple with one child (two-bedroom accommodation)

• Couple with two children (two-bedroom and three-bedroom accommodation).



Basis for rents

• Rents based on NIHE data used to calculate LHA rates for property 

sizes corresponding to the household size (i.e. rent data that would 

have been used to calculate 2022 LHA had it been uprated)

• Data used to calculate the lower quartile rent and median rent for 

Belfast broad rental market area (and to estimate the number of 

properties currently available at the frozen LHA rate)

• Belfast used because of good availability of rental data, and it is 

useful for testing resilience as the least affordable area.



Summary of affordability tests

• single people and childless couples on UC have the highest gross 

rent to income ratios and lowest residual incomes but can achieve 

the minimum income standard at relatively low levels of earnings

• single earner households with children find it very difficult to 

escape the poverty trap

• households with three or more children have the worst residual 

incomes with very high negative values.



Tenant YouGov poll – key findings

• Median household income: £41,309.

• Average household rent: £523. Reflects sitting tenants paying below-market 

rents (64 per cent have not had a rent increase in their current home).

• Average rent to pre-tax income ratio of 15%. Rises to 21% if average market 

rent (£716) is used.

• Welfare recipients under-represented in the YouGov poll

• Tenants find it ‘neither easy nor difficult’ to afford the rent, but would find it 

easier to afford if it were frozen or cut.
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Tenant online survey – key findings
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CIH online surveys

• Two online surveys published, one targeted at landlords and one at 

tenants; 15 tenants and 15 landlords participated in interviews; meeting 

with councils

• Surveys promoted by CIH and by stakeholders – 651 tenants and 493 

landlords for total 1,144 respondents

• Tenant survey themes: experience and cost of living in the PRS; 

affordability; how rental costs are met

• Landlord survey themes: motivation and costs of being a landlord; future 

intentions; foreseen actions in the scenario of rent freeze/cut.



Landlord online survey – key findings



Assessment of rent freeze/cut impact

• Rent freeze/cut would improve affordability for some renters, impact felt 

across groups differently

• Uneven impact on availability of properties within current LHA rates –

inefficient policy tool to help people on lowest incomes

• 41 to 60 per cent of landlords would seek to exit the market – 57,000 to 

83,000 households affected

• Impact felt across landlord groups differently (outright owners vs. full 

repayment mortgages); some properties may be sold to other landlords, 

others repurposed e.g. Airbnb.



Alternative approaches to improve 
affordability

• Top up LHA claimants with a shortfall to real 30th percentile rents 

e.g. DHPs, extension of welfare supplementary payments; top up 

shared accommodation rate to one-bedroom rate

• Enhance existing rent control e.g. allow renters to challenge unfair 

increases as in England and Scotland, limit increases within a 

tenancy to CPI or similar indexing measure

• More supply – build more social housing, improve fiscal framework 

for private rented sector.


